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Abstract. The traditional approach to design flood estimation (for example, to derive the 100-year flood) is to apply a
statistical model to time series of peak river flow measured by gauging stations. Such records are typically not very
long, for example in the UK only about 10% of the stations have records that are more than 50 years in length. A
long-explored way to augment the data available from a gauging station is to derive information about historical flood
events and paleo-floods, which can be obtained from careful exploration of archives, old newspapers, flood marks or
other signs of past flooding that are still discernible in the catchment, and the history of settlements. The inclusion of
historical data in flood frequency estimation has been shown to substantially reduce the uncertainty around the
estimated design events and is likely to provide insight into the rarest events which might have pre-dated the
relatively short systematic records. Among other things, the FEH Local project funded by the Environment Agency
aims to develop methods to easily incorporate historical information into the standard method of statistical flood
frequency estimation in the UK. Different statistical estimation procedures are explored, namely maximum likelihood
and partial probability weighted moments, and the strengths and weaknesses of each method are investigated. The
project assesses the usefulness of historical data and aims to provide practitioners with useful guidelines to indicate in
what circumstances the inclusion of historical data is likely to be beneficial in terms of reducing both the bias and the
variability of the estimated flood frequency curves. The guidelines are based on the results of a large Monte Carlo
simulation study, in which different estimation procedures and different data availability scenarios are studied. The
study provides some indication of the situations under which different estimation procedures might give a better
performance.

1 Introduction
A key step in the development of flood risk
management schemes and in the design of infrastructure
is the estimation of the so-called design flood event,
which can be defined as the flood magnitude which, from
probability calculations, is expected to be exceeded in
any given year with a certain pre-specified probability p.
It is common to relate the pre-specified probability to the
average length of time T in which one exceedance of the
design event is expected to happen taking T = 1-1/p,
where p is the exceedance probability. The time T is often
referred to as return period, as it is expected that on
average only one event would exceed the design event QT
over T years. From a statistical point of view, the
estimation of the magnitude of such design events
corresponds to estimating the quantiles of the flood
magnitude distribution, which is unknown. Typically
some statistical methods are applied to gauged peak flow
series to estimate the distribution of the flood magnitude.
In most applications the interest is in estimating the
magnitude of events which are expected to happen rarely
(e.g. every 100 years), while gauged flow series cover
a

much shorter periods of time. For example, the median
record length in the UK is 40 years. Methods to combine
data from different stations, thus augmenting the overall
available information, are routinely used when estimating
design events. Another commonly used approach to
design event estimation is to model the frequency of
rainfall events and then apply rainfall-runoff models to
obtain the full hydrograph corresponding to the desired
design event. Records of rainfall measurements tend to be
longer than peak flow records, and an estimate of the full
hydrograph can be obtained via this strategy. Both
estimation procedures, the statistical method and the
rainfall-runoff method (ReFH2), are presented in the
Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH, [1]), and subsequent
updates. At present these methods are the industry
standard for flood frequency estimation in the United
Kingdom (UK) and are extensively used by hydrologists
from both the public and private sector. This paper
mostly focuses on the statistical methods presented in the
FEH. These methods rely on the Regional Flood
Frequency Analysis framework (RFFA, [2]) which builds
on the Probability Weighted Moment/L-moment
estimation approach. In a nutshell, for a site of interest
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issues already discussed in [5] is the choice of the
estimation approaches which can be used when historical
data are available for a British catchment. Ideally when
both systematic and historical data are available, one
would use some modified L-moment approach consistent
with the standard FEH framework thus allowing an easy
inclusion of the at-site estimates in a standard FEH
pooled analysis. Nevertheless most of the literature on the
inclusion of historical data in Flood Frequency Analysis
uses maximum likelihood approaches and is focussed on
at-site analysis. One of the reasons behind the wide use of
the maximum likelihood approach is the large range of
types of historical data which can be included in the
estimation procedure, and the asymptotic properties of
the estimated parameters, namely unbiasedness and
consistency. The Partial Probability Weighted Moments
(PPWM), which allow the inclusion of historical data in
an L-moment framework, were developed in [6, 7], but
their use has not been widely adopted. Since the use of
some modified L-moment estimators in the presence of
historical data would more easily fit into the whole FEH
approach the performance of PPWMs is compared
against the more frequently used maximum likelihood
approach, to investigate which method is more likely to
be useful in the presence of historical data. The
investigation is carried out by means of a large simulation
study in which the two different estimation procedures
are compared for different data generating processes and
under different data availability scenarios. The paper only
focuses on the statistical aspects of the design event
estimation when historical data are present, and does not
discuss the practicalities of identifying and quantifying
historical data. The literature on these topics is vast; the
reader is referred to [5, 8] and references therein for more
discussion on the steps necessary for the creation of a
reliable database of historical events.
Some details on the estimation methods are given in
Section 2; the simulation settings are briefly presented in
Section 3 while results are discussed in Section 4. Some
final remarks and conclusions are presented in Section 5.

(gauged or ungauged) the L-moments are estimated as the
average values of the L-moments of a group of stations
which are deemed to be similar to the site of interest (the
pooling group). Typically, different weights are given to
each station in the poling group based on the record
length and the similarity to the site of interest in terms of
hydrological properties. Once an assumption is made of
what is the most appropriate distribution to describe the
peak flow distribution, it is straightforward to estimate
the distribution parameters from the estimated Lparameters. As with any statistical method, the estimates
of design floods obtained by applying the FEH statistical
procedures are simply estimates and might not
completely reflect the true value of the quantities under
study. Therefore, although widely used across the UK,
the FEH methods [1] continue to be updated and
improved with the aim of reducing the uncertainty around
the estimated design events. In particular FEH Local, a
recent project funded by the Environment Agency,
investigated the possibility of incorporating local data to
reduce the uncertainty in flood frequency estimates. The
term local data is here used in a very broad sense, and
defined as information that complements the primary data
source for design flood estimation. Among the many data
sources, the project specifically looked at ways to include
information on ungauged historical floods and paleofloods in flood frequency estimation practices.
Information on large past floods is available at many
locations, for example in the form of flood marks, old
newspaper stories, local history sources like chronicles
and diaries and so forth. For flood-prone areas in
England, there is thought to be useful information for at
least the last 150 years [3]. Furthermore, there might be
other sources of evidence of past floods, for example in
geomorphic or botanical evidence. Events for which this
type of evidence is available rather than the evidence
given by a human artefact are generally referred to as
paleo-floods (see for example [4] for a review on the
topic). This type of information can also be used to
inform the estimation of rare events, although it is often
the case that information on paleo-floods is much more
uncertain than the typical information obtained from
historical sources. Throughout the rest of the paper the
term historical data is used to indicate any type of
evidence of past flooding events, although it should be
stressed that all estimation procedures discussed in the
paper somehow rely on the assumption that historical
peak flow values are a realistic estimate of the true peak
flow in the event.
Historical floods have long been recognised to be a
useful source of information on rare extreme events,
although they are not yet routinely included in the actual
estimation of design events in the UK. Some practical
guidelines on the identification and evaluation of
historical events are given in [5], where different methods
to use available historical information for design event
estimation are presented. There is not at present an easy
way to formally include historical data in an analysis
which uses the standard FEH statistical method, but [5]
give some advice on how to evaluate the validity of an
estimated flood frequency curve in light of the presence
of historical floods in the area under study. One of the

2 Statistical methods for the including
historical data in flood frequency
analysis
Figure 1 presents a synthetic example of a typical
situation in which some historical information is
available in the area of interest. The 40-year long gauged
peak flow record spanning the years between 1976 and
2015 in shown in black. From investigation on the local
sources some information has been retrieved on 4 past
flood events and it was possible to establish that these
correspond to the largest 4 events after 1676, meaning
that the historical information cover a period of time of
h=300 years. From the historical sources it was also
possible to establish a peak flow value corresponding to
each historical peak flow event and that the k=4 historical
events are all the events happened between 1676 and
1975 which had a peak flow value larger than the socalled perception threshold X0 = 800 m3/s. Following the
notation of [9] the sample of k historical peak flow values
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is denoted as y=(y1«\k) and the sample of s systematic
values is denoted as x=(x1, «[s). It is assumed that the
parent distribution for both samples is the same, which
means that it is assumed that the flood generating process
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optimal properties which ML estimates enjoy and to the
very general and flexible framework of the method. It is
assumed that a sample x=(x1«[s) is a realisation of a
set of independent and identically distributed random
variables (X1,«Xs) with common distribution X whose
probability density function is denoted as fX(xș ; ș is an
unknown set of parameters which needs to be estimated.
The likelihood function L(x; ș can be written as:
L x,T

s

 f (x )

(1)

i

i 1

When systematic data only are available the likelihood
function can directly be derived from equation (1) and
maximised with respect to ș. In some cases the
parameters which maximise the likelihood function can
be derived via closed formulas as functions of the data,
but it is often the case that the likelihood function needs
to be maximised via numerical optimisation. In practice
the log-likelihood (l(xș = log(L(x; ș )) is often used in
the maximisation procedures.
When historical information is available on k
historical events the likelihood function can be derived by
considering that the number of historical events k is a
realisation of a Binomial variable K~Bin(h,1-FX(X0)) and
the conditional distribution of each threshold exceedance
yi. By some simple steps outlined in [9, 10], the final
form of the distribution is found to be:

Figure 1. Historical data example, showing a total of k=4
historical events (red bars) above the perception threshold X0
(dashed red line), recorded across the h=300 year long
historical period. The s=40 years long systematic record of
gauged peak flows is also shown (black bars).

for the historical and the present day data is the same.
This is potentially a strong assumption in some river
basins, which might have gone through some large
changes, or for some paleo-flood record from periods of
very different climatic forcing. It is therefore important to
do a thorough assessment of whether it is likely that past
events are representative of the modern day situation in
the basin. It is also assumed that all information on the
historical record is complete and as correct as possible.
These information consist of:
x the perception threshold X0. It is assumed that any
event larger than X0 in the historical period is
known.
x the number of large historical events k. It is assumed
that all k events which exceeded X0 in the available
historical period are known.
x the peak flow value associated to each historical
event (y1 « \k). Although it is unlikely that
information of past events is in the form of peak
flow values, an effort needs to be made in the initial
phases to derive peak flow values from the historical
records as precisely as possible.
x the period of time for which historical information is
available h.
x the historical events and the present day gauged
series can be assumed to be realisations of the same
distribution of flood magnitudes. This means that
the distribution of peak flows can be assumed to be
stationary throughout the (h+s).
Two approaches to the inclusion of historical data in
flood frequency estimation are discussed in this paper:
the maximum likelihood approach (ML) and the Partial
Probability Weighted Moments (PPWM) approach. The
two methods are briefly introduced in the next Sections.

L( x, y; T )

s

f
i 1

x

§h·
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The maximisation of the likelihood is generally done by
means of numerical methods.
The reasoning behind the likelihood framework is
that the likelihood function, under the usual assumptions,
is a good description of the agreement between the data
and a set of parameter values ș. Maximising the
likelihood with respect to ș corresponds to finding the set
of parameters which make the available dataset the most
likely to have occurred. An interesting and widely used
approach which builds upon the likelihood formulation is
the Bayesian framework, in which the focus of the
inference is the distribution of the parameters given the
data, rather than the opposite. A complete discussion of
the merits and pitfalls of both the traditional likelihood
approach and the Bayesian framework is well beyond the
scope of this paper, but many applications in which
historical data are used in flood frequency analysis follow
such a framework, for example [11]. One of the most
evident drawbacks of the Bayesian framework which
somewhat diminishes its appeal for standardised practical
use is that once the computations providing the inference
are completed, additional steps are generally needed to
ensure that the posterior sampling algorithms have
actually converged and are well behaved. This step
requires some understanding of how Bayesian inference
works, and is currently beyond the knowledge of most
flood risk modelling practitioners. A similar issue also
happens with the numerical maximisation of the
likelihood in the traditional ML framework, as it is
sometimes the case that a likelihood maximisation

2.1 Maximum likelihood
Maximum likelihood (ML) is a widely used parameter
estimation method. Its success is largely due to the
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procedure either does not converge or is extremely
sensitive to the initial parameters of the procedure.
Detecting convergence issues in the maximisation of a
likelihood is arguably easier than correctly assessing the
quality of a posterior distribution sampler, but the
potential for incorrect results and numerical failures
might discourage a widespread and systematic use of
historical data in flood frequency analysis, as already
evidenced in [5]. On the other hand the flexibility of the
likelihood-based framework, in particular the Bayesian
approach, make it possible to include a much wider
spectrum of information in the flood frequency
estimation, for example data with unknown or uncertain
peak flow values or rating curve errors as in [12].

Estimates for the two components of the formula in (5)
based on linear combinations of the available data are
given in [7].
PWMs and L-moments are widely used in hydrology,
due to their good performance with small samples and the
simplicity of their calculation. Nevertheless the use of
PPWMs for the estimation of the distribution parameters
in the presence of historical information seem to be rare
[8]. Since the methods used in the UK for flood
frequency analysis are based on the L-moments
framework, the use of PPWM when historical data are
available might open the way to the routine inclusion of
historical events in flood risk assessment. Their
performance under conditions similar to those found in
British peak flow records are therefore assessed in this
paper and at large in the FEH Local project.

2.2 Partial Probability Weighted Moments
Probability Weighted Moments (PWM, [13])
generalise the traditional moments and have been widely
used in hydrology. 
   
    
          
 FX(xș 3 ;[   
1

³ [ x( F

M p,r , s

X

)] p FX (1  FX ) s dF
r

3 Monte Carlo experiment description
The performance of the two different estimation
procedures is assessed by means of a Monte Carlo
experiment in which the performance of the different
methods can be assessed under known true data
generating processes. The aim of the study is to
investigate the properties of the typical estimates
obtained using either PPWM or ML when some
information on historical events is available in different
settings. In particular the performance is evaluated in
terms of the uncertainty of the estimates. The experiment
mirrors the Monte Carlo experiment presented in [7] and
extends it to be more informative of the possible
applications in the UK. This means that the parent
distribution for the flood data is taken to be a Generalise
Logistic (GLO) distribution, which has a cumulative
distribution function of the form:
1
(1)
F x
x

t
1 e
1

[
ln>1  [ x  P V @ [ z 0

where t ®
xP V
[ 0
¯
The GLO distribution is characterised by three
parameters: the location μ, the scale ı and the shape ȟ.
The value of the shape parameter defines the support of
the distribution which is -[ıȟwhen ȟ!-
 [   when ȟ  and   ıȟ  [   when ȟ
Across all river gauging stations in the UK the median
values of the L-moment estimates for the at-site location,
scale and shape parameters are approximately 33.4 m3/s,
6.6 and -0.2 (see Table 1). The median L-CV across all
samples if 0.2. To have results representative of the
British series synthetic series from parent distribution
with fixed location parameter μ and a fixed L-CV of 0.2
are generated. The series are generated using three
different shape parameter values, namely (-0.3, -0.1, 0.1):
these values are selected to give a realistic representation
of the possible shape parameter values in the UK, where
for 88% of the series the shape parameter is estimated to
be negative. Since three different shape parameters are
used but the location parameter and the L-CV are taken to
be the same for all simulation settings, from the
relationship between the parameters of a GLO

(3)
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0.9, 0.95, 0.99) left percentile, e.g. approximately the 6.7year, 10-year, 20-year and 100-year event. To make the
simulation setting more realistic, for the case in which the
historical record is 20 or 50 times longer than the
systematic record no simulation using the 6.7-year and
10-year threshold is performed. Considering all the
possible combinations of parameters a total of 576
simulation settings are finally explored in the study. For
each one of these 576 settings a total of Ns = 10,000
synthetic data sets are generated and analysed. Both the
PPWM approach and the ML approach are applied using
the systematic data only and the systematic data
augmented by the historical information. For each
simulation setting, the procedure goes through the
following steps:
1. generate (r*s+s) data points from the parent
distribution;
2. verify that at least one event of the first r*s data
points exceeds X0, if not generate new sets of r*s
data points until at least one event exceeds X0;
3. attempt to estimate the parameters of the
distribution using PPWM and ML for the systematic
data only and the systematic data augmented by
historical information. Use several initial parameters
for the optimisation procedure in the ML approach.
4. if any of the estimation procedures fail discard the
sample
For each simulation setting the overall quality of the
estimation procedure is evaluated examining the
properties of the estimated parameters and key design
events. For each quantity ș the following measures are
calculated as a summary of the estimation performance:

distribution and L-moments, three different scale
parameters are used in the simulation setting to ensure
that the fixed relationships hold.
Summarising three GLO parent distributions are used to
generate synthetic data with respectively parameters
Location
Scale
Shape
L-CV
μ
Į
ȟ
Min.

0.065

0.003

-0.745

0.030

25%
quantile

10.999

2.243

-0.265

0.158

Median

33.414

6.579

-0.172

0.198

75%
quantile

99.029

17.371

-0.073

0.248

982.841

162.754

0.454

0.643

Max
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Table 1. Summary of the estimated GLO parameters for 960
peak flow series in the UK. Estimation method: L-moments

(33, 6.26, -0.3), (33, 6.7, -0.1) and (33, 6.29, 0.1). In the
original paper which introduced the use of PPWM for the
inclusion of historical data [7] the parent distribution was
taken to be a GEV distribution with fixed location
parameter equal to 0, fixed scale parameter equal to 1 and
shape parameter taking values (-0.2, 0, 0.2): this selection
of parameters corresponds to L-CV values of,
respectively, (1.05, 1.20, 1.45). The parameters used in
the simulation study in [7] hence correspond to a level of
variability which is much higher than the sample values
observed in the UK. To investigate whether the noise to
signal ratio has an effect on the estimation performance a
set of parent distributions with the fairly high L-CV value
of 0.9 is also used in the simulation study, taking three
GLO distributions with sets of parameters equal to (33,
44.3, -0.3), (33, 34.3, -0.1) and (33, 25.5, 0.1).
The synthetic data generation process aims at reflecting
the assumptions made when both systematic and
historical data are available at a location of interest.
Different synthetic samples of various lengths are
therefore generated and processed, for varying values of
the systematic sample size s, the historical period h, and
the perception threshold X0; the value of k is not specified
a priori and is computed for each simulated data set.
Since k is a realisation of a Binomial variable the
expected number of perception threshold exceedances is
E[K]= h (1-FX(X0)), but a different value of k is found for
each generated sample. Four different systematic record
length values are used, namely (10, 36, 46, 76). The
length of the historical period h is taken as the length of
the systematic record multiplied by a constant r among
(0, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50), with 0 corresponding to the
case in which only systematic data are used in the
estimation procedure. This means for example that for
samples with systematic record length equal to 46, the
simulation setting involves historical records which cover
a historical period of length (23, 46, 92, 230, 460, 920,
2300). Finally X0, the perception threshold above which
historical data are recorded, is taken for each parent
distribution to be the value corresponding to the (0.85,

1
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i 1
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§ 1
1
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¨¨
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i 1 i
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1 i


·
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1 i
¹

Ns

i
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1/ 2

(3)

¹

1/ 2

.

(4)

Note that for design events the performance of the
estimation is calculated taking the logarithm of the
estimated and true value rather than the original values

4 Monte Carlo experiment results
4.1 Parameter estimation results
Due to the large number of data generating settings
and the parameters of interest only a subset of all the
explored outcomes is presented in this Section. More
complete results are presented in the final report of the
project, which is in preparation at time of writing. Figure
2 and 3 show the RMSE values of the scale and shape
parameters when the L-CV of parent distribution of the
data generation process is equal to 0.2.
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Figure 2. RMSE for the scale parameter as a function of the systematic record length, for selected historical record lengths for all
estimation methods ((ML: continuous line; PPWM: dashed line). Each panel shows different X 0 and shape parameter combination.
Parent distributions L-CV is 0.2

Figure 3. As Figure 2, RMSE for the shape parameter.
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tends to exhibit higher RMSE values compared to the
PPWM estimation, especially for short systematic
records: this is one of the reasons behind the widespread
adoption of moment based estimates in hydrology, where
samples are frequently small. Finally, all methods tend to
have lower RMSE values for increasing sample sizes,
indicating the importance of having long records
available in the estimation procedure. The same
information as in Figure 2 and 3 for the case in which the
L-CV is 0.9 is shown in Figure 4 and 5. In this case the
inclusion of historical data in the PPWM estimation
procedure corresponds to lower RMSE when the shape
parameter is equal to -0.3, while the results are less
favourable for moderately skewed and upper bounded
distributions. This partially reflects the findings of [7].
Once again for the ML method the RMSE consistently
diminishes when information on historical events is
included in the estimation procedure.

The results for the case in which the L-CV is lower show
that the PPWM method exhibits a higher RMSE for both
the scale and shape parameters when historical
information is included in the estimation procedure; some
cases the RMSE actually becomes larger for increasingly
longer historical periods. This is not the case
for the ML approach, in which the inclusion of historical
records corresponds to lower RMSE for all parameters
and the gain in terms of RMSE reduction increases for
longer historical periods.
The gains are larger for the negatively skewed
distribution and for the cases with lower perception
threshold: these correspond to cases in which a fairly
large number of historical data are included in the
estimation, and more information corresponds to an
improvement in the quality of the estimation. Finally, it is
worth pointing out that when systematic data only are
used (dark red lines with filled circles) the ML estimation

Figure 4. RMSE for the scale parameter as a function of the systematic record length, for selected historical record lengths for all
estimation methods (ML: continuous line; PPWM: dashed line). Each panel shows different X0 and shape parameter combination.
Parent distributions L-CV is 0.9.
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Figure 5. As Figure 4, RMSE for the shape parameter.

4.2 Design flood estimation
Since the aim of flood frequency analysis is
generally the estimation of upper quantiles of the
distribution (the design event), the final performance of
the different methods in the different settings is here
evaluated for the estimation of the 100-year event (Q100),
corresponding to the 99th quantile. Figures 6, 7 and 8
show the RMSE, Bias and SE for the estimated log(Q100)
design event in the case of lower L-CV, while the results
for the case of L-CV equal to 0.9 are shown in Figures 9,
10 and 11.
The performance of the estimation methods for the
estimation of a higher quantile is similar to the one seen
for the estimation of the distribution parameter. In the
case of lower L-CV including historical information in
the PPWM framework does not improve the overall
performance (RMSE) of the estimation, while for higher
L-CV and shape parameter equal to -0.3 there is a visible
improvement which is less noticeable for higher values of
the shape parameter (e.g. -0.1 and 0.1). On the contrary
the performance of the ML approach is always improved
by the inclusion of information on historical events. From
Figure 7 and 10 though, it can be noticed that in general
all methods tend to be unbiased, especially when longer

records are available. The large biases seen for the cases
with short systematic data only and for the cases in which
h=s, with small s, are not completely unexpected. In the
case in which say s=10 and h=10 and X0 corresponds to
the 99th percentile, the presence of a threshold
exceedance in the historical period would mean that the
event that is expected to be exceeded once in 100 years
was exceeded at least once in 20 years. This results in the
estimation procedure attaching a much higher probability
of occurrence to the true higher quantile, and thus
producing biased estimates. In real applications it is
unlikely that the situation described above would happen,
but this justifies the recommendation of making every
possible effort to correctly quantify the value of h,
identify a long historical record and to use long
systematic records. Finally, it should be noted that the
ML estimate exhibits a higher variability (Figures 8 and
11) than the PPWM approach when only systematic data
are included in the inference, especially for small samples
and when the parent distribution has an higher L-CV and
a very negative shape parameter. The difference is less
marked for long records from a parent distribution with
positive shape parameter.
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Figure 6. RMSE for the log(Q100) as a function of the systematic record length, for selected historical record lengths for all estimation
methods (ML: continuous line; PPWM: dashed line). Each panel shows different X0 and shape parameter combination. Parent
distributions L-CV is 0.2.
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Figure 7. As Figure 6, showing the Bias for the log(Q100).

Figure 8. As Figure 6, showing the SE for the log(Q100).
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Figure 9. RMSE for the log(Q100) as a function of the systematic record length, for selected historical record lengths for all estimation
methods (ML: continuous line; PPWM: dashed line). Each panel shows different X0 and shape parameter combination. Parent
distributions L-CV is 0.9.

Figure 10. As Figure 9, showing the Bias for the log(Q100).
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Figure 11. As Figure 9, showing the SE for the log(Q100).

4.3 Flood frequency curves estimation
Finally the general performance of the estimation of
the whole range of possible design events of interest is
investigated. Figure 12 and 13 compare the RMSE
obtained using the ML and PPWM approach for some
key return periods for selected X0 values when the parent
distribution is characterised by an L-CV value of 0.2 and
when the systematic sample size is respectively 10 or 76.
Once again the use of PPWM methods when historical
information is available does not improve and sometimes
even worsens the performance of the estimation. When
the ML approach is used instead the performance of the
estimation improves, with the exception of short
systematic records augmented by short historical data.

Results similar to those shown in Figure 12 and 13 for the
case of a parent distribution with L-CV value of 0.9 are
shown in Figure 14 and 15. Results show that some
improvement can be obtained for some return periods
when the PPWM approach is used in the presence of
historical information. Nevertheless using the ML
approach gives a more consistent improvement. Missing
dots in the plots corresponds to cases in which at least
one estimated QT value was negative and for which no
log(QT) could be computed, thus generating a missing
value. More than an indication of poor estimation of the
quantiles, this is in an indication of the incredible level of
variability of data coming from a GLO with true L-CV
equal to 0.9. The data randomly generated from such a
distribution can often have negative values, and seems to
be not very representative of the peak flow values
observed in the British catchments.
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Figure 12. RMSE for Standard Error for log(QT) as a function of T (on a Gumbel scale). Systematic sample size: 10. Each panel
shows selected combinations of X0 and shape parameter. Left panel: ML results; right panel: PPWM results Parent distributions L-CV
is 0.2.

Figure 13. As Figure 12; sample size: 76.
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Figure 14. RMSE for Standard Error for log(QT) as a function of T (on a Gumbel scale). Systematic sample size: 10. Each panel
shows selected combinations of X0 and shape parameter. Left panel: ML results; right panel: PPWM results Parent distributions L-CV
is 0.9

Figure 15. As Figure 14; sample size: 76.
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research is needed to investigate how the reduction in the
uncertainty of design event estimation obtained by
including historical information for at-site records
compares to the FEH pooled flood frequency analysis
procedures routinely used in the UK. Further, it would be
desirable to actually make use of historical information
within a pooled analysis. Some interesting perspective
can be seen in [15, 16], which take full advantage of the
flexibility of Bayesian methods and propose complex
models to fully describe and use the available information
in a region. Nevertheless, methods to be routinely used
by practitioners should be accessible to those with limited
specialised statistical knowledge, trading the possibility
of using every possible bit of information available with
the consistency of the results when different analysts run
the analysis. There might be a risk of unintended
mistakes in the analysis and interpretation of results
coming from a complex statistical analysis and this might
outweigh the benefits of using historical information. The
usefulness of historical data and local data in general can
hardly be negated, but some additional practical issues
are preventing the widespread inclusion of such types of
information in the routine methods used for flood
frequency estimation in the UK. Some packaged
computing routines to include historical data in flood
frequency analysis are available in different computing
environments or they can be coded up by the experienced
user. They can be useful to explore the impacts of
historical information for a site of interest. The words of
caution and recommendations of [5] are still valid. The
use of various forms of local data other than historical
data and paleo-floods is investigated in the FEH Local
project. An assessment of the overall usefulness of
different types of local data and the development of
guidelines for their use in the UK are still being carried
out at time of writing but results are expected to be
published on the Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk
Management Research and Development website
http://evidence.environmentagency.gov.uk/FCERM/en/Default/FCRM.aspx. It is
likely that the current recommendation for flood risk
assessment practitioners will be modified based on
findings from the FEH Local Project.

Finally, looking at the results on the left panels of Figure
12 to 15 one can see that for longer historical periods (i.e.
when fairly large amount of information is available) the
RMSE curves for the ML does not monotonically
increase as a function of the return period T (i.e. with the
rarity associated to the target design event), but reaches a
minimum at some value of T. In general this minimum is
reached when T is such that X0 corresponds to the QT
quantile, for example T=100 when X0 corresponds to the
99th percentile of the distribution, or T=10 when X0
corresponds to the 90th percentile. In [14] this property is
described by means of the asymptotic variances of GEV
parent distributions. Although not proved in a
mathematical way, this seems to hold for the simulation
study in this paper. The interesting implication of this
finding is that potentially different series of historical
information might be used when design events of
different rarity are the main aim of the study.

5 Conclusions
This study investigates, by means of a large Monte
Carlo experiment, the effect of augmenting systematic
gauged peak flow records with information on historical
events in at-site Flood Frequency Analysis. In particular
it investigates the performance of two estimation
approaches, maximum likelihood and partial probability
weighed moments, for a number of GLO parent
distributions characterised by different shape parameters
and L-CV. The results indicate that the use of the PPWM
approach is beneficial only when the data generation
process is characterised by large L-CV and large negative
shape parameters. On the contrary the ML approach
generally gives better performances when more
information on historical events is included. In particular,
within the ML framework the inclusion of historical data
results in a potentially large decrease in the uncertainty
around the estimated design events, especially when the
shape parameter of the distribution is negative, as it is
often the case for British records. On the other hand the
ML approach can fail due to numerical issues in the
maximization of the likelihood function, as already
pointed out in [5]. This could partially be solved by a
more careful coding of the maximization algorithm, but
the issue cannot be completely eliminated. Failure to
provide an estimate for the distribution parameters can
happen also in the PPWM approach, but is much less
likely to happen in practice.
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